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THE EASIEST WAY FOR
ACCURATE MEASUREMENT 

In a competitive market, it is necessary to be a leading manufacturer that 

provides a quality product within short time intervals and with maximum 

resource utilization. We provide the best optical measurement tool to 

achieve these goals.

BROSSH Inspection Systems is an optical measurement solution 

provide and an AOI manufacturer. We are able to achieve this thanks 

to our strong MAD Vision software and a line of machines tailored to 

a variety of measurement solutions and to 2D- and 3D-automated 

measurement systems using the nondestructive (no-contact) method.



ADVANTAGES
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Get measurement
 results in less 
than 1 second

Our Software
MAD Vision enables you to get 
numerous measurements in 
one measuring operation.

 The Easiest Way For
Accurate Measurement

Programming the 
Measurement 
Program 
 No knowledge of programming
 is required for using the
 Engineering Measurement
Program



ADVANTAGES
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The MAD Vision software can measure 
a number of identical parts in one 
measurement operation

BROSSH is the most cost effective tool 
in the market 
Small Size, Great Performance



Accuracy

Consistency

Stability

MAD vision software 
360 degrees rotation
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OUR TECHNOLOGY

360 degrees rotation
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Sub-pixel measurement capabilities
Processes sub-pixels by splitting each pixel into 50 or more Sub-Pixels.
The JV 200 Series can provide a broad field-of-view while maintaining its 
high-precision measurement capability

.

Telecentric technology 
With a normal lens, the further an object is located from the lens, the 
smaller its image becomes; and the closer it is located to the lens, the larger 
its image becomes. With a telecentric lens, the size of an image is constant 
regardless of the distance between an object and the lens. Consequently, 
the size of an image is not affected by a certain amount of height 
differences.

JV 200 models use telecentric lens which allows maintaining a constant image 
size regardless of height differences as well as a high depth of field. 
It ensures accurate measurement

High depth-of-field telecentric lens
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OUR TECHNOLOGY

Item can be measured 
No matter their placement within the field of view.

Automatic recognition in the last position  

Remove defects

During the operation, the software extracts the edges and overlays them on live video so 
that the operator can verify that the right part is being measured, and also to help him 
to put the part in the orientation conceived for it. (The software can recognize the part 
automatically; accurate part placement is not necessary).    

A function that automatically detects and removes inappropriate points, such as 
defects.
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OUR TECHNOLOGY

Automated focus adjustment

Automatic edge detection

Automated setting

Clear focus regardless of height differences

The JV 200 series have an auto-focus function that automatically brings 
measurement points into focus

By splitting each pixel  in to 50 or more sub-pixels, the JV 200 Series is able to provide 
a wide field-of-view while maintaining its high-precision measurement capability

The MAD Vision software automatically saves all measurements settings including 
Light, Focus, measurement program used, and generates an Excel file for consistent 
measurements 

The JV 200 Series is equipped with a large depth lens field to ensure accurate 
measurements despite height differences on the part
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MAD vision have more
than 80 different 
software tools.

WHAT IS MAD VISION?  

MAD Vision is an all-in-one Vision 
Applications software

Meteorology
Assembly verification
Defect
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MAD VISION SOFTWARE 

Metrology model

Defect model

Assembly verification

HARDWARE model 

The basic package consists 
of reach-detection and 
measurement library: Lines, 
Boxes, Circles, Arcs, and Blob 
Analysis (Any close-shape 
Analysis) Datums (virtual lines) 

Two applications:
Finds defects on a non-patterned surface 
Finds defects on a repetitive-patterned surface

A simple way to teach the MAD Vision an assembly and verify this 
assembly in a single click.

Control servo motors, Control I/O
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MAD VISION SOFTWARE INTERFACE 

Multi Language

MAD vision Software 
Interface 

Fonts

Results Window 
Get measurement results on the Operator 
instance in less than a second.

The MAD Vision software Is multilingual: 
simply select the user's language, install and 
run. Supports English, Simplified Chinese, 
Korean, German, French, Italian, and Spanish

You can set the color of lines depending on 
the measurement function, as well as the font 
size.
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MAD VISION SOFTWARE INTERFACE 

Operator Instance 

Operator screen look 

Using a barcode scanner to 
call a measurement file

Maintenance and Calibration

Allows selection of a measurement program, 
monitoring data and changing the operator’s 
name in real time.

A security setting managed by an administrator during measuring 
at the workshop. The administrator locks the instance with a 
password so that parameters are not changed.

The MAD vision software has a USB port, which allows 
connection of a USB keyboard-compatible barcode 
scanner. Click to select the measurement setting data 
display, and then scan a barcode to open a specific 
measurement file.  

The BROSSH series is an optical measuring instrument. 
At the time of delivery, all units are supplied with a calibration 
certificate. We also support periodic calibration after delivery. 
The Series is known for long-time stability.
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Basic 
package 

MAD VISION MEASUREMENT TOOLS  

Measure the distance between 
a circle/arc and a line.

Measure the distance 
between two lines.

Measure the distance 
between a line and a point.

Measure the distance 
between two points.

Measure the distance 
between circles/arcs.

Area

Center of mass

Perimeter

Extant points

Blob counter

Measure the distance between 
a circle/arc and a point.

Measure the diameter or radius 
of a circle.

Measure the radius of an arc.

Measure the angle between 
two lines.

min max

The MAD Vision Measuring Tools allow you to make the measurement easier. All you have 
to do is select the measuring tool from the tools menu, place the cursor and click with the 
mouse on your chosen target, and the result will be displayed immediately. 

The basic package consists of reach-detection and measurement library: 
Lines, Boxes, Circles, Arcs, and Blob Analysis (any close-shape Analysisׁׁ)
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MAD VISION SOFTWARE INTERFACE 

Virtual 
package 

Draw a circle (virtual 
line) which contacts 
two selected lines.

Measure the straightness 
of a straight line segment.

Measure the roundness 
of a circle or an arc.

Measure the parallelism 
of a specified straight line 
segment to the reference 
line.

Measure the concentricity 
between two circles or arcs.

Draw a midpoint between 
two selected points.

Draw an intersection of two 
selected lines (straight line, 
circle, or arc).

Draw a line (virtual line) 
which connects two or more 
selected lines.

Draw a circle (virtual line) 
which connects two or more 
selected arcs.

Draw a line (virtual line) 
parallel to a selected line, 
which passes through a 
selected point or which is 
a specified distance away 
from the selected line.

MAD Vision have an large Datums or virtual package:
Virtual measurement tool allows you to extract even the most complex measurements,
Center Line, Parallel Lines, Line between two Inter sections, Three objects creating a circle
(3 Intersections or 3 circles centers), Circle fit to V-block, Intersection between two lines
Intersection between line and circle



DATA MANAGEMENT  
All measurement data are saved Automatically to Excel, which has been set 
during the characterization test, all the data can be loaded to any required 
database.
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The MAD software use a smart result interface, enabling you to add result 
manipulation, mathematical calculation with a built-in pass/fail mechanism.
MAD software can be forwarded the results per all following options:
Informative popup dialog on the user screen
Excel templates and csv files for SPC analysis
PLC or other computer using TCP\IP protocol
Lab View application
Dot.NET – Build and customize you own user interface

Connectivity:
The MAD vision is fully integrated with third party motion controller, I/O unit, 3D 
sensors and much more!
Send and Receive control massages with other devices through serial port and TCP/IP 
sockets Using TCP\IP, the MAD software can be controlled by PLCs
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MV360 SERIES MAIN ADVANTAGES

Object “field of view” From 3x2 mm to 105x80 mm.

Ability to scan and mapping 360.

Use Z axis and X axis for Increasing the "field of view" and indemnification 

measurement deviations 

22 different optical lens options. 

Measurement accuracy +/- 1 microns 

Measurement repeatability 0.5 microns

Fast and rapid operation.

With MV360 you can measure or find defects on the part. 

With MV360 you can you can find Burs Centering to prevent vibrations.

MV360 provide the best hardware and software in the market.

MV360 combine with our MAD vision powerful software.

Informative popup dialog on the user screen

Excel templates and csv files for SPC analysis

PLC or other computer using TCP\IP protocol.

Can communicate with a robot.

Small dimension 
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Cover Z stage 5 MP CameraTelocentric lens

Front lightingCollimated 
Backlight 
Illumination
 ( Option)

Computer X stage (Option)

MV360 is your solution for measuring a cylindrical 
geometry parts, the station include 360 degrees 
rotation table which allows you to get measurements 
in seconds.

Communication
 I/O, Electric 
Power 
On/Off

The MV360 Series



Medical Devices/Stopcock

Dental drills, Implants Screws

Mechanical Parts

Medical bottels

Dental implants

Plastics

MV 360  SERIES MAIN APP 

page 19
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 Inspection Area [mm x mm] 3X2 Up to 105X80

 Inspection Area [mm x mm] 3X2 Up to 46X38

Measure turned part , 
rotate the parts 360

Measure turned part,  
rotate the parts 360 
Collimated illumination 
special for curved parts

360 degree scaning 
with Motorized 
Theta and Z / X 
stage for long parts. 
Back and front 
illuminition

360 degree scaning 
with Motorized 
Theta and Z / X 
stage for long parts. 
Back and front 
illuminition

MV 360  SERIES 

MVR

MVRTL

MODELS Group Highlight Application



Defect model option AV model option

User accessories option

Option Foot switch
BROSSH series enable organize your workspace so that both 
hands are available and measure it by using a foot pedal 
pressing the measure function.

Option buzzer
To minimize the error test margin BROSSH series enable to 
install a buzzer alerting for failure alert test.

21” Screen Mouse pc

MAD vision software
Metrology model
ready to use 

Mad vision software option

MV 360 Series

MV 360  SERIES SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
 

HARDWARE model 
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MV 360  SERIES TECHNICAL INFORMATION
 

Position: Focused focal point position / Range: Within the guaranteed measurement accuracy range / Temperature: In the operating 
temperature range of +23°C ±1°C ©2016, BROSSH inspecting system. Technical specifications are approximated and are subject to 
change without notice. Printing errors accepted.

Group MV360
Model MVR MVR03 MVR10 MVR22 MVR42 MVR56 MVR70 MVR77 MVR93

Image measurement 

Field of view 3X2 11X9 24x20 46X38 61X51 76X64 88X66 105X80
Measurment accuracy (+/- µ) 0.6 0.65 1.5 3 3.92 4.9 5.39 6.51
Minimum Recommended Feature Size [mm] 0.45 1.5 3.3 6.3 8.4 10.5 11.55 13.95
Spatial resolution[microns] 1.5 5 11 21 28 35 38.5 46.5
Repetition accuracy  (+/- µ) 0.1 0.2 0.6 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.55 1.73

Software MAD vision (Metrology Model) 

interface LAN RJ-45 (10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T)
USB 3.0 6 ports (front: 2, rear: 4) 

Computor Hard disk drive 250 GB
Image pickap device 3/4" 5 mega pixel monochrome CMOS
Display 21" LCD monitor (XGA: 1024 × 768) 

Resistance to environment Operating ambient temperature +10°C to 35°C
Operating ambient humidity 20% RH to 80% RH (no condensation)

Illumination system Back Telocentric transparent illumination
Front Four division, multi-angle Ring  illumination (electric)

X stage Moving range 100 mm (electric)

Z stage Moving range 30 mm (electric)
Withstand load 2 kg

Pwer supply Voltage 100 to 240 VAC 50/60 Hz 
Power consumption 310 VA max

Weight Gross 60 Kg - 120 Kg
Net 28 Kg - 40Kg

Dimension       LxHxD 1000X616X350

Group MV360
Model MVRTL MVRTL03 MVRTL10 MVRTL22 MVRTL42

Image measurement 

Field of view 3X2 11X9 24x20 46X38
Measurment accuracy (+/- µ) 0.45 0.65 1.28 2.55
Minimum Recommended Feature Size [mm] 0.45 1.5 3.3 6.3
Spatial resolution[microns] 1.5 5 11 21
Repetition accuracy  (+/- µ) 0.1 0.2 0.6 1.2

Software MAD vision ( Mtrology Model) 

interface LAN RJ-45 (10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T)
USB 3.0 6 ports (front: 2, rear: 4) 

Computor Hard disk drive 250 GB
Image pickap device 3/4" 5 mega pixel monochrome CMOS
Display 21" LCD monitor (XGA: 1024 × 768) 
Light recelving Double telecentric lens

Resistance to environment Operating ambient temperature +10°C to 35°C
Operating ambient humidity 20% RH to 80% RH (no condensation)

Illumination system Back Telecentric transparent illumination
Front Four division, multi-angle Ring illumination (electric)

Z stage Moving range 30 mm (electric)
Withstand load 2 kg

Pwer supply Voltage 100 to 240 VAC 50/60 Hz 
Power consumption 310 VA max

Weight Gross 30 Kg
Net 18 Kg 

Dimension       LxHxD 1000X616X350



Office: +972-4-9588185
Email: brossh@brossh.com
Web: www.brossh.com

Series
Group

 JV200

MV360

MV 100

SV400

DV5

MV 360  SERIES TECHNICAL INFORMATION
 


